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A new air for a new era...
Another step towards energy independence



GSE PAC’SYSTEM™

Editorial

Although it is 150 million kilometers away from Earth, the Sun is the most powerful and plentiful energy source 
we have, in addition to being perfectly green.

This solar energy can be converted into useful energy for buildings:

 Natural light and heat through bay windows
 Heat using a solar thermal collector
 Electricity via a photovoltaic solar panel mounted into the roof

Present technical improvements are making photovoltaic panels a reliable and lasting solution, but which requires careful installation. 
GSE Integration, with their specifi c integration plates concept and their innovative hybrid photovoltaic products, are helping to develop 
renewable energy for domestic use in France.

Confronted with a growing need for clean, renewable energy, solar energy will be essential for our future. In France, 10m² of photovoltaic 
panels properly exposed to sunlight (south facing, 30° inclination) produce an average of 1000 kWh/year electricity needs.

GSE AIR’SYSTEM in 2015 was a major innovation in the fi eld of renewable energy. It introduced a high-performance hybrid system, 
combining photovoltaic technology with a heat recovery system called «Aerovoltaic».

GROUPE SOLUTION ENERGIE have now taken innovation and energy effi ciency a step further with the development of GSE 
PAC’SYSTEM. 

With the introduction of a reversible heat pump into the system, it is now possible to trigger heat recovery once the photovoltaic panels 
reach 5°C. This will allow you to heat your home by drawing on heat stored in the hybrid panels and waste air from your home.

During summer and mid-season, the reversible heat pump lets you cool down your home, in addition to giving you the s compressor is 
offset by the energy produced by the photovoltaic panels. 

GSE PAC’SYSTEM product pushes the boundaries of innovation for energy effi ciency and the environment and takes us one step 
further towards full energy autonomy. Combining hybrid photovoltaic panels with a Temperate Air-Water Heat Pump means functional 
improvement across the board: heating, domestic hot water and cooling in summer and electricity production.

GSE PAC’SYSTEM allows you to save energy1, money and natural resources while providing sustainable comfort for your home.

Christian Cardonnel
Président of CARDONNEL Ingénierie
Président of the French Building SER2

3

1 Depending on the confi guration of the GSE PAC’SYSTEM concept installed, the characteristics and the needs of the individual home (current, renovated or under 
construction), the climatic conditions of the site and the user’s comfort needs
2 SER : Syndicat des Energies Renouvelables [Renewable Energy Union]
3 GSE PAC’SYSTEM was developed in partnership with CARDONNEL Ingénierie by integrating the concept of Habitat Thermogène®, the winner of the EnR prize for 
innovation at the INTERCLIMA 2015 trade fair

© Bernard REINTEAU
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A product by GSE INTEGRATION, a trademark from Groupe Solution Energie.
Development and engineering with Christian CARDONNEL, President of CARDONNEL Ingénierie.
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Editorial

A veritable revolution in hybrid solutions that combines 
photovoltaics and heat generation

Innovation in the comfort of your own home...
1 product, 7 features

GSE PAC’SYSTEM™

Heat pump
with a COP

of 4,05

Produce
your own
electricity

Air purifi er
Eliminates 99%

of allergens

Connected system
with remote

management

Easy
Plug n’play
installation

Silent,
single-unit

system

Comfort
in hot and cold

weather

In summer,
enjoy comfort all day long
thanks to cooled air
in your home. â

In winter,
save up to 75%
of the heating needs
of your home. â



HOW IT WORKS

Outside                                
air vent

CMV waste
air vent

Waste air                        
from the CMV

➜

Air
mix

Distribution of hot or cold air
throughout the home

• Save up to 75% on your heating bill  
• Up to 10% increased production on your PV unit  
• Enjoy air conditioning during the summer  
• An air purifi er - eliminates 99% of allergens  
• Free domestic hot water (associé à un GSE THERMO’SYSTEM)

• Air quality control and remote management  
• A Plug n’Play system for easy installation  
• Made in France 
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➜

Air
mix

GSE PAC’SYSTEM
recovers hot air under the panels

and re-injects it into the home

Internal air
intake of the home
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When producing electricity, the solar panels heat up. This heat, which is usually lost, 
can be recovered for heating the home. This operation ventilates the panels, 
optimizing their electrical production performance by 10%.

+10%of electricalproduction



PHOTOVOLTAIC PRODUCTION

PRODUCING YOUR OWN ELECTRICITY MEANS :

• CONSUMING YOUR OWN ENERGY
• HEATING YOUR HOT WATER
• SELLING ENERGY BACK TO THE GRID
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Optimum transfer of air fl ow for increased 
electricity generation

INCREASED PHOTOVOLTAIC PRODUCTIVITY DEPENDING ON THE HOT AIR FLOW

Source : CARDONNEL Ingénierie

+10% production profi t

Mean value obtained with insulation of 1000 W/m and an air temperature of 20°C



WINTER COMFORT 

As soon as temperatures permit, and thanks to the mixing 
of air (CMV + air under panels), the system starts: the 
heat pump is tripped to insure suffi cient air temperature 
to reach the set temperature.

Temperature
under the panels

10°C

Temperature
under the panels

35°C

Blowing
GSE PAC’SYSTEM

T° HOME T° HOME

MORNING DAYTIME

ON ON

Natural
heating

During the day, the heat available under the panels 
distributes natural, free heat into your home without 
your having to switch on the GSE PAC’SYSTEM heat 
exchange pump.

19°C 22°C
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Temperature
under the panels

15°C

T° HOME T° HOME

EVENING VERY COLD NIGHTS

ON OFF

Blowing
GSE PAC’SYSTEM

Central
heating

At the end of the day and during the night between 
seasons, the heat exchange pump will switch on again 
to ensure that a minimum of 35°C is blown into your 
home.

NB: during cold winter nights, the central heating only 
needs to maintain the temperature reached free of 
charge during the day.

A winter in the warm...
During the cold winter days, the heat exchange pump 
by GSE PAC’SYSTEM distr ibutes warm air as soon as the 
outside temperature reaches 0°C* so that you can enjoy 
the feel ing for warmth in your home.

Comfort at home
in all seasons !

-6°C

External
temperature

23°C 22°C

*If system combined with the existing single � ow controlled mechanical ventilation unit to reach desired mix T° and calories lost by the latter 



SUMMER COMFORT

In the morning, the temperature under the 
panels is lower than the temperature in your 
home. GSE PAC’SYSTEM blows this natural ly 
cool air into your home without having to cool 
it f irst.

During the day, the heat pump of the GSE PAC’SYSTEM 
makes it possible to refresh the house by diffusing fresh 
and fi ltered air thanks to the reversibility of the heat pump. 
It allows at the same time to ventilate your panels and thus 
optimize their performance and therefore their production.

Temperature
under the panels

45°C
GSE PAC’SYSTEMGSE PAC’SYSTEM

ON ON

FREE
COOLING AC

Temperature
under the panels

17°C

MORNING DAYTIME

T° HOME T° HOME

22°C 21°C
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...A cool summer
During hot summer days, the GSE PAC’SYSTEM can be reversed to 
evacuate the ambient heat and provide cool, refreshing air in your 
home.

In the evening and during the night, just like in the early 
morning, the air under the panels is cooler than the 
temperature of your home. GSE PAC’SYSTEM once 
more blows this naturally cool – and free – air into your 
home.

When there is no need for heating or air conditioning, 
GSE PAC’SYSTEM ventilates your photovoltaic panels by 
evacuating the heat that has accumulated towards the top 
of the roof to optimize their generation capacity.

A ventilated panel optimizes
its yield and effi ciency

Temperature
under the panels

60°C
GSE PAC’SYSTEM

ON OFF

FREE
COOLING

Evacuation
of heatTemperature

under the panels

18°C

EVENING VENTILATION
PANELS

T° HOME T° HOME

23°C 22°C



AIR PURIFIER

Air treatment 
ELIMINATES 99% OF ALLERGENS IN YOUR HOME

Allergens
and pollen

Viruses
and bacteria

Industrial
Emissions
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IAQ (Indoor Air Quality) by blowing in air to create ventilation

Ideal for getting purer air and making energy savings:

• G4 + F7 fi ltration for purifi ed, renewed air
   - Prevent damp and mold
   - Limit development of bacteria, diseases and allergies
   - Reduce unpleasant smells
   - Be notifi ed when fi lter is dirty through the web server

• Limit drafts

• Reduce differences in temperature between morning and evening

• Control air quality through a CO2 sensor

Enjoy optimum thermal 
comfort

Smoke
and bad smells

Skin fl akes
from animals

Harmful
fi ne particles

INDOOR AIR EMISSIONS *



COMFORT SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT

Absolute well-being both
during winter and summer...

Temperature regulation
Wireless ambiance unit designed for GSE PAC’SYSTEM
to regulate the comfort of your home
both during winter and summer.

• Control of the 7 user modes
• Monitoring of temperature and air fl ow
• Control of the quality of the air blown in
• Integrated, secure operating program
• Consumption display
• Double heat / cooling control via the wireless ambiance unit
• Air fi lter condition display

Connected system

An intuitive system, that is money-saving and intelligent

GSE PAC’SYSTEM enables you to remotely monitor the comfort
and the fi ltering of the air in your home, with precision and immediacy,
via the web server on the Internet.

CONNECT
ED

SYSTE
M
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Absolute well-being both
during winter and summer...

Wireless ambiance unit designed for GSE PAC’SYSTEM
to regulate the comfort of your home
both during winter and summer.

• Control of the 7 user modes
• Monitoring of temperature and air fl ow
• Control of the quality of the air blown in
• Integrated, secure operating program
• Consumption display
• Double heat / cooling control via the wireless ambiance unit
• Air fi lter condition display

Up to a 75 % saving
on your energy bill



The heat pump effect

FINANCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL BENEFITS

The sunnier it is, the more heat will be pumped into 

your home. Ventilation of the photovoltaic panels of 

the GSE PAC’SYSTEM ensures optimized electric 

and heat yield all year round.

THERMAL POWER AND PANEL YIELD*

*Simpli� ed interpretation of the results of Solar KEYMARK tests - Panel of 265 Wc, 1650 mm x 990 mm x 35 mm, outside temperature: 15.09°C / wind: 0 m/s / air � ow: 87.6 m3/h

Approved
values

SOLAR KEYMARK

PERFORMANCE FOR A PHOTOVOLTAIC MODEL OF 1.64 M2 SUBJECT TO SUN SOLAR IRRADIATION OF 1000 W/M2

Studies carried out by GSE Intégration using a simpli� ed method for the GSE PAC’SYSTEM unit (technical details available on request)

Enjoy improved heating and air-conditioning all year round thanks to the extended,
daily operating duration.

AUTONOMOUS HEAT AND AIR-CONDITIONING BY THE GSE PAC’SYSTEM
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IMPROVED ENERGY PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTICS*

A LESS ENERGY-CONSUMING HOME

A≤ 50

51 à 90

91 à 150

151 à 230

231 à 330

331 à 450

> 450 kWh/m2/an

An energy-consuming home

An eenrgy effi cient home

B

C

D

E

F

G

HEATING PRODUCTION + ELECTRIC DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMHEATING PRODUCTION + GAS DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEM
RT APPLIQUÉE BEFORE BEFOREAFTER ECONOMY ECONOMYAFTER

2012

2005

2000

1988

102 %

83 %

79 %

68 %

78 %

63 %

59 %

50 %

177

214

233

271

-4

36

48

87

381

463

504

587

85

170

206

291

D

D

E

E

A

A

A

B

F

G

G

G

B

D

D

E

2012

2005

2000

1988

RT APPLIQUÉE

1

2

3

4

Increase your purchasing power

Increase the value of your home by 15 to 25 %

Up to a 75% saving on your heating bill

Improve your energy performance diagnostics

SAVINGS EVERY DAY ALL YEAR LONG

A self-sustaining system: energy consumed by the GSE PAC’SYSTEM is in part generated by the photovoltaic 
panels combined with the high performance of the heat pump.

A step closer to energy independence

*Example for a 100m2 house located in Rouen with a 3kWc photovoltaic system - hygro A. ventilation – calculation including GSE PAC’SYSTEM consumption

*Example for a 100m2 house located in Rouen with a 3k Wc photovoltaic system - Electric heating excluding the domestic hot water system - hygro A. ventilation
Calculation including GSE PAC'SYSTEM consumption



CERTIFICATIONS AND STATE SUBSIDIES

The GSE PAC’SYSTEM aerovoltaic system is made in France and complies with the European 

standards necessary to benefi t from government subsidies.

The GSE PAC’SYSTEM concept was created with the support of CARDONNEL Ingénierie and 
the work carried out by Habitat Thermogène.

BT130003/MARS2014-MARS201
7

FOR THE INTEGRATION PART

i
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GSE PAC'SYSTEM is a development program patented
by GSE INTEGRATION

Your distributor :

www.gseintegration.com


